<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Detailed Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday    | **Objective:** TLW learn color pencil techniques and apply them to their drawing inspired by their design made from junk food packaging.  
**Activities:** Continue to add color pencils to their drawings. Look carefully at the colors on their collage and work out the color mixtures on scrap paper before adding them to their collage. Capture all the highlights and shadows where they appear in the collage. To complete this drawing using colored pencils of their food packaging collage will take approx. 2 weeks.  
**Materials:** Pencil, erasers, 12” square white paper, rulers, Prisma color pencils.                                                                                                                                                                             |
| Tuesday   | **Objective:** TLW learn color pencil techniques and apply them to their drawing inspired by their design made from junk food packaging.  
**Activities:** Continue to add prisma color pencils to their design using colored pencil techniques. See Monday’s activity  
**Materials:** Pencil, erasers, 12” square white paper, Prisma color pencils                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Wednesday & Thursday | **Objective:** TLW learn how to prepare the surface of their drawing paper so that it has an even tone for drawing using both an additive and a subtractive method.  
**Activities:** Students who still need to finish their Junk Food Design have until the end of today to work on this in class. They can have until Monday to finish it at home or during lunch.  
Introduce the next lesson for all students. Those students who are through with their Junk food Design will start on this activity today.  
Students should prepare their paper by taping off the edges with drafting tape.  
When they have taped the edges, they should create a ground with the vine charcoal by using the side of the vine charcoal and laying down an even layer of value. Smooth the charcoal with tissue until the value is consistent  
Start drawing their thumbnail sketches when they have prepared their paper.  
**Materials:** Heavyweight smooth drawing paper, vine charcoal, tissue paper, charcoal pencil, kneaded eraser, q-tips, ruler, viewfinder, drafting tape  
Thumbnail sketch paper, pencils, erasers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| Friday    | **Objective:** TLW draw thumbnail sketches for making aesthetic decisions.  
**Activities:** All students should have their papers prepared by the end of today. When finished with this, they should be drawing their thumbnail sketches. When through, talk with teacher about which design will be best.  
Remind students that all Junk Food Designs art to be completed and turned in on Monday.  
**Materials:** Heavyweight smooth drawing paper, vine charcoal, tissue paper, charcoal pencil, kneaded eraser, q-tips, ruler, viewfinder, drafting tape  
Thumbnail sketch paper, pencils, erasers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |